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A characterization of multivariate dual wavelet tight frames for any gen-
eral dilation matrix is presented in this paper. As an application, Lawton’s
result on wavelet tight frames in L2(R) is generalized to the n-dimensional
case. Two ways of constructing certain dual wavelet tight frames in L2(Rn)
are suggested. Finally, examples of smooth wavelet tight frames in L2(R)
and H2(R) are provided. In particular, an example is given to demonstrate
that there is a function c whose Fourier transform is positive, compactly
supported, and infinitely differentiable which generates a non-MRA wavelet
tight frame in H2(R). q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A dual wavelet tight frame (DWTF) differs from a biorthogonal wavelet basis in
that it may be linearly dependent. In many applications, such as signal analysis, this
freedom of redundancy is useful (cf. [5, 9]) due to its ability to reduce the presence
of uncorrelated noise in the signal. This paper is concerned with the characterization
and construction of dual wavelet tight frames (DWTFs), in certain subspaces of L2
: L2(Rn), for any general dilation matrix. In particular, we construct many wavelet
tight frames whose Fourier transforms are positive, compactly supported, and infinitely
differentiable. An example of a non-MRA smooth wavelet tight frame in H2(R) is
given in this paper.
An n 1 n integer matrix M is said to be a dilation matrix if all the eigenvalues, li,
of M satisfy li  1.
In applications, M is often chosen to be 2In1n. But some other dilation matrices
such as
S1 011 1 D and S1 11 01D
are also useful in applications such as image compression (cf. [9]).
1 E-mail: bhan@vega.math.ualberta.ca.
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In this paper, we always let n denote the dimension of the Euclidean space Rn.
Without further mention, M denotes an n 1 n dilation matrix with m : det M, and
M* denotes the transpose of the matrix M.
Throughout this paper, we let S denote a measurable subset of Rn such that
xS(x)  xM*S(x) a.e. and S"int S  0,
where int S denotes the interior of S, S"int S : {x ˆ Rn : x ˆ S and x /ˆ int S}, and
S"int S denotes the Lebesgue measure of S"int S.
We consider the following special subspace FL2(S) of L2(Rn) defined as
FL2(S) : { f ˆ L2(Rn) : supp fO ⊆ S},
and let
L200(S) : {f : fO ˆ L` and supp fO ⊆ {j ˆ S : C01 £ \j\ £ C} for some C  1}.
As an example, FL2([0, `))  H2(R). Note that L200(S) is a dense subset of FL2(S).
The Fourier transform of f ˆ L1(Rn) is given by
fO (j) : 1(2p)n/2 *Rn f (t)e
0ijrtdt.
The Plancherel theorem then provides an extension of this to L2(Rn) such that » f, g…
 » fO , gˆ… and \ f \  \ fO \ with »r,r… and \r\ denoting the standard inner product and
norm in the Hilbert space L2(Rn), respectively.
To state the definition of a DWTF in FL2(S), we recall that a family {c1, . . . , cd}
in FL2(S) is said to generate a wavelet frame in FL2(S) if there exist a lower frame
bound and an upper frame bound for the family {ci;j,g}1£i£d,jˆZ,gˆZn. By this we mean
that there exist some positive constants A and B such that
A\ f \2 £ ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…2 £ B\ f \2, f ˆ FL2(S), (1.1)
where
ci ; j,g(x) : mj/2ci(Mjx 0 g), 1 £ i £ d, j ˆ Z, g ˆ Zn. (1.2)
We say that a function c ˆ L2 forms a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound B if it
satisfies
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, cj,g…2 £ B\ f \2, f ˆ L2, (1.3)
where cj,g(x) : mj/2c(Mjx 0 g).
Hence, if a family {c1, . . . , cd} generates a wavelet frame in FL2(S), then observing
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that for any f ˆ L2 we have » f, ci;j,g…  »g, ci;j,g… where gˆ  xS fO , we see that each
function in {c1, . . . , cd} forms a Bessel sequence.
Now we give the definition of a DWTF in FL2(S). Let C : {c1, . . . , cd} be a
family of functions in FL2(S) with CH : {cH 1, . . . , cH d} denoting its dual family of
functions in FL2(S). This notation for the dual family will be used throughout. Here
the word ‘‘dual’’ is used literally and just means that the number of functions in CH
is equal to the number of functions in C.
We say that C with CH generates a DWTF in FL2(S) if each function in both C and
CH forms a Bessel sequence and for some non-zero constant B,
B» f, g…  ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…»cH i ; j,g, g…, f, g ˆ FL2(S). (1.4)
Moreover, when C is the dual family of itself, we say that C generates a wavelet
tight frame in FL2(S). If C with CH generates a DWTF in FL2(S) and they satisfy the
biorthogonal conditions
»ci ; j,g, cH i= ; j=,g=…  di,i=dj,j=dg,g=, 1 £ i, i* £ d, j, j* ˆ Z, g, g* ˆ Zn, (1.5)
we say that C with CH generates a biorthogonal wavelet basis in FL2(S), and when C
is the dual family of itself we say that C generates a wavelet basis in FL2(S).
From the above definition of a DWTF, and by using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequal-
ity, it is easily seen that if C with CH generates a DWTF in FL2(S), each of C and
CH generates a wavelet frame in FL2(S). Moreover it gives rise to the series representa-
tion in L2 of any function f ˆ FL2(S), namely
f  B01 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci;j,g…cH i ; j,g
 BU 01 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, cH i ; j,g…ci;j,g. (1.6)
The above equality means that any signal having finite energy can be decomposed
into a sequence of numbers, i.e., {» f, ci;j,g…:1 £ i £ d, j ˆ Z, g ˆ Zn}, and the
original signal can be reconstructed from this sequence. Such an exact reconstruction
property is desirable in applications. Even without biorthogonality, a DWTF shares
most of the advantages, such as good time and frequency localization, exact reconstruc-
tion, etc., of a biorthogonal wavelet basis.
Although some results on DWTFs by other authors appear elsewhere in various
forms, in this paper we present a more complete and general approach to this problem.
The following is an outline of the paper. In Section 2, we characterize DWTFs in
FL2(S) for any dilation matrix M by using two classes of equations which appeared
in Lemarie´ [15] and were known to Meyer [18], Bonami et al. [3], and Chui and Shi
[4, 5]. In Section 3, we generalize Lawton’s result on tight frames in L2(R) to DWTFs
in FL2(S) and this extension can be used to construct compactly supported DWTFs.
Two ways of constructing certain band-limited DWTFs in L2(Rn) are suggested (a
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function is said to be band-limited if its Fourier transform is compactly supported).
Examples are provided to illustrate the general theory. Finally, in Section 4, for the
case n  1 and M  2, we can construct special kinds of wavelets and wavelet tight
frames in L2(R) and H2(R). We shall discuss how to modify them to obtain smooth
band-limited C` wavelet tight frames. It is well-known that, under certain decay
conditions, there is no function c in H2(R) such that cO is continuous and c generates
a wavelet basis in H2(R) (cf. [1]). In Han [10] (also cf. [1, 3, 16, 17]) it is proved
that, under certain decay conditions, if cO is continuous and c generates a wavelet
basis in H2(R), then c can be obtained from a multiresolution analysis (MRA). For
the concept of a multiresolution analysis, the reader is referred to [7–9, 12, 13, 18,
21]. In this paper we will give an example to show that there is a function c whose
Fourier transform is positive, compactly supported, and infinitely differentiable which
generates a non-MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R). The definition of a non-multireso-
lution analysis (non-MRA) wavelet tight frame will be given in Section 4.
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF DUAL WAVELET TIGHT FRAMES
Concerning the characterization and construction of wavelet bases, biorthogonal
wavelet bases, and wavelet frames, a lot of results have been obtained in the current
literature. For example, Daubechies constructed many compactly supported wavelets
in L2(R) in [8]. Bonami et al. characterized band-limited wavelets in [3], and many
properties of wavelet frames are obtained by Chui and Shi in [4, 5]. In [7], many
examples of compactly supported biorthogonal wavelet bases in L2(R) are given. After
reading these and other papers, we give a relatively unified approach to DWTFs. In
this section, we shall characterize DWTFs and discuss the relation between DWTFs
and biorthogonal wavelet bases.
We remind the reader again that, throughout this paper, n refers to the dimension
of the Euclidean space Rn. M denotes an n 1 n dilation matrix with m : det M,
and M* denotes the transpose of the matrix M. S denotes a measurable subset of Rn
such that
xS(x)  xM*S(x) a.e. and S"int S  0.
Following Daubechies [9], we say that a function c ˆ L2(Rn) is admissible provided
that
∑
jˆZ
cO (M*jj)2 ˆ L2loc(Rn)
where f ˆ L2loc(Rn) means that for any compact set K , Rn, *K f(x)2  `. In fact,
when n  1 and M  2, the above definition is equivalent to saying that
*
`
0`
cO (j)2
j
dj  *
[02,01]<[1,2]
1
j
∑
jˆZ
cO (2jj)2dj  `.
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Here and throughout this paper, M*j means the jth power of M*, and M*0j means the
jth power of the inverse matrix of M*.
A proof similar to that of [Theorem A in 4] gives the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.1. If c ˆ L2(Rn) forms a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound B,
then (
jˆZ
cO (M*jj)2 £ B(2p)0n and c is admissible.
By using the above proposition, we observe the following result which gives us a
necessary condition for a family C with CH to generate a DWTF. Later, we shall see
that, under some additional decay conditions, this is also a sufficient condition.
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose a family C : {c1, . . . , cd} with CH : {cH 1, . . . , cH d} in
FL2(S) : {f ˆ L2(Rn):supp fO ⊆ S} generates a DWTF in FL2(S) with frame bound
B. Then the equations
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*jj)  B(2p)n xS(j) a.e., (2.1)
and
∑
d
i1
∑
`
j0
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*j(j / 2pg0))  0 ∀g0 ˆ Zn"M*Zn (2.2)
hold with the series converging absolutely.
Proof. Let S0 : int S"{0}. From the assumption S"int S  0, to prove (2.1) it
suffices to prove that
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*jj)  B(2p)n a.e. j ˆ S0. (2.3)
By the Parseval equality and the polarization identity, setting T : [0, 2p)n, we have
the equality
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…»cH i ; j,g, g…
 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)[cHO i, gP (M*jr)](z)dz, f, g ˆ L2, (2.4)
where the bracket product is defined as
[ f, g](z) : ∑
gˆZn
f (z / 2pg)g(z / 2pg).
Thus [ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)  (
gˆZn
fO (M*j(z / 2pg))cOU i(z / 2pg) and similarly for [cHO i,
gˆ(M*jr)](z). For a detailed proof of (2.4), the reader is referred to [4].
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Note that C with CH generates a DWTF in FL2(S). Hence, by definition, C with
CH satisfies Eq. (1.4). By (2.4), we can rewrite (1.4) as
B» fO , gP …  ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), ci
s
](z)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](z)dz, f, g ˆ FL2(S).
(2.5)
For any fixed j ˆ S0, it is easy to see that for any k ˆ Z, there is a unique gk ˆ
Zn such that j ˆ Dk(j) : M*k(T / 2pgk).
Since M is an n 1 n dilation matrix, there exists a norm \r\ on Rn such that
\M*01\  1 where
\M*01\ : sup
\x\1
\M*01x\.
Note that for any z ˆ Dk(j) and k  0,
\z 0 j\ £ C\M*01\0k with C  sup
x,yˆT
\x 0 y\.
Since j x 0 and j ˆ int S, we can choose kj  0 such that
Dk(j) , int S
and
\j\(1 0 \M*01\) 0 2C\M*01\0k  0 ∀k £ kj.
Then we have
M*jDk(j) > Dk(j)  0/ ∀j  0, k £ kj, j, k ˆ Z.
In fact, for any x, y ˆ Dk(j), note that \M*01\  1 and
\x\ £ \j\ / C\M*01\0k and \y\ ⁄ \j\ 0 C\M*01\0k.
We have for any j  0 and for any x, y ˆ Dk(j),
\M*jx 0 y\ ⁄ \y\ 0 \M*01\0jr\x\
⁄ \y\ 0 \M*01\r\x\
⁄ \j\(1 0 \M*01\) 0 2C\M*01\0k
 0.
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Hence we have
M*iDk(j) > M*jDk(j)  0/ ∀i x j, k £ kj, i, j, k ˆ Z. (2.6)
For any k £ kj, choose fO (z)  gˆ(z)  (1/Dk(j)1/2)xDk(j)(z). It is clear that f, g ˆ
FL2(S). Thus (2.5) yields
B  B» fO , gP …  Rk / Lk
where Rk and Lk are defined as
Rk : ∑
d
i1
∑
j⁄k0kM
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](z)dz (2.7)
and
Lk : ∑
d
i1
∑
jk0kM
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), ci
s
](z)[cH i
s(r), gP (M*jr)](z)dz, (2.8)
with the integer kM  0 depending only on M such that
2pg /ˆ M*j(02p, 2p)n ∀g ˆ Zn"{0}, j £ kM. (2.9)
Now we can calculate and simplify Rk. For any j ⁄ k 0 kM, (2.9) implies that
2pg /ˆ M*(k0j)(02p, 2p)n  M*0jDk(j) 0 M*0jDk(j) ∀g ˆ Zn"{0},
which gives us
(M*0jDk(j) / 2pg) > (M*0jDk(j) / 2pg*)  0/ ∀g x g*, g, g* ˆ Zn.
(2.10)
Note that fO (z)  gˆ(z)  (1/Dk(j)1/2)xDk(j)(z). Thus for any j ⁄ k 0 kM,
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](z)  1
Dk(j)
[cOU icHO i, xDk(j)(M*jr)](z).
So
Rk  ∑
d
i1
∑
j⁄k0kM
mjT
Dk(j) *Rn xDk(j)(M*
jz)cO i(z)cH i
s(z)dz
 T
Dk(j) ∑
d
i1
∑
j£kM0k
*
Dk(j)
cO i(M*jz)cH i
s(M*jz)dz. (2.11)
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In the following, we shall prove that lim
kr0`
Lk  0. By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequal-
ity, we have
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z) £ 1Dk(j)1/2 ∑
gˆZn
xDk(j)(M*j(z / 2pg))cO i(z / 2pg)
£ 1
Dk(j)1/2
[xDk(j)(M*jr), cO i2](z)1/2S ∑
gˆZn
xDk(j)(M*j(z / 2pg))D1/2. (2.12)
Note that, by definition, j ˆ Dk(j)  M*k(T / 2pgk) for a unique gk ˆ Zn, and
(
gˆZn
xT(z / 2pg)  1. We observe that
∑
gˆZn
xDk(j)(M*j(z / 2pg))
 ∑
gˆZn
xM*(k0j)T(z 0 2pM*k0jgk / 2pg)Hmk0j, j £ k,£1, j  k, (2.13)
from which it follows that
∑
gˆZn
xDk(j)(M*j(z / 2pg)) £ m0kMmk0j 
Dk(j)m0kM
Tmj
, j  k 0 kM. (2.14)
Hence, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality again, from (2.12) and (2.14) we derive
that
Lk£ ∑
d
i1
∑
jk0kM
m0kM *
T
[xDk(j)(M*jr), cO i2]1/2(z)[xDk(j)(M*jr), cH i
s
2]1/2(z)dz
£m0kM ∑
d
i1
∑
jk0kM
S*
R
n
xM*0jDk(j)(z)cO i(z)2dzD1/2S*
R
n
xM*0jDk(j)cH i
s(z)2dzD1/2
£m0kM ∑
d
i1
S ∑
jkM0k
*
R
n
xM*jDk(j)(z)cO i(z)2dzD1/2S ∑
jkM0k
*
R
n
xM*jDk(j)cH i
s(z)2dzD1/2.
Let Ek : <jkM0kM*jDk(j). Equation (2.6) implies that (
jkM0k
xM*jDk(j)(z)  xEk(z).
So
Lk £ m0kM ∑
d
i1
S*
Ek
cO i(z)2dzD1/2S*
Ek
cH i
s(z)2dzD1/2.
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Observing that lim
kr0`
inf
zˆEk
\z\  `, we obtain
lim
kr0` *Ek cO i(z)
2dz  lim
kr0` *Ek cH i
s(z)2dz  0
which implies lim
kr0`
Lk  0.
By Proposition 2.1, each function in both C and CH is admissible. Hence,
∑
d
i1
∑
j£kM0k
cO i(M*jz)cH i
s(M*jz) ˆ L2loc(Rn).
Note that B  Rk / Lk. The Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem and (2.11) yield
B  lim
kr0`
T
Dk(j) *Dk(j) ∑
d
i1
∑
j£kM0k
cO i(M*jz)cH i
s(M*jz)dz
 (2p)n ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jz)cH i
s(M*jz) a.e.
Hence, (2.3) is proved.
To see that (2.2) is true, first observe that (1.4) also says that
B»xS fO , xSgP …  ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…»cH i ; j,g, g…, f, g ˆ L2. (2.15)
As in the proof of (2.1), for any fixed j ˆ Rn"2pZn and g0 ˆ Zn"M*Zn, there exist
integers kj  0 and kj/2pg0  0 such that (2.6) holds for j and j / 2pg0, respectively.
Since j ˆ Rn"2pZn, it is easy to see that there is an integer k0  min(kj, kj/2pg0, kM)
such that
Dk(j) > (Dk(j) / 2pg)  0/ ∀g ˆ Zn"{0}, k £ k0. (2.16)
For any k £ k0, set fO (z)  (1/Dk(j)1/2)xDk(j)(z) and gˆ(z) 
(1/Dk(j)1/2)xDk(j/2pg0)(z). From (2.4), (2.15), and (2.16), we obtain
0  B»xS fO , xSgP …  ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)[cHO i, gP (M*jr)](z)dz : Rk / Lk,
(2.17)
where Rk and Lk are defined as in (2.7) and (2.8).
Note that Dk(j)  M*k(T / 2pgk) where gk ˆ Zn is the unique multi-integer such
that j ˆ Dk(j). Since k £ k0  0, it is easily seen that Dk(j / 2pg0)  Dk(j) / 2pg0.
Thus by (2.16) and g0 ˆ Zn"M*Zn, we have for any j  0,
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[ fO (M*jr), ci
s
](z)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](z)
 1
Dk(j)
[xDk(j)(M*jr), cO i](z)r[xDk(j)/2pg0(M*jr), cHO i](z)  0.
Thus
Rk  ∑
d
i1
∑
k0kM£j£0
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](z)dz.
A similar argument to that in the proof of (2.11) will give us that, for any k 0 kM £
j £ 0,
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](z)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](z) 1
Dk(j)
[cOU i(r)cH i
s(r/ 2pM*0jg0), xDk(j)(M*jr)](z).
Hence
Rk  TDk(j) ∑
d
i1
∑
0£j£kM0k
*
Dk(j)
cO i(M*jz)cH i
s(M*j(z / 2pg0))dz. (2.18)
Similarly to the proof of (2.1), lim
kr0`
Lk  0. Hence lim
kr0`
Rk  0 by Rk / Lk  0.
Again by the Lebesgue differentiation theorem, we obtain (2.2) from (2.18) which
completes the proof. j
At first glance, it seems that Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are too complicated to provide
any useful information. We will prove that under some decay condition on CHO (no
decay condition on CO is required), (2.1) and (2.2) are sufficient conditions for C with
CH to generate a DWTF in FL2(S) provided that each function in both C and CH forms
a Bessel sequence. In fact, by using (2.1) and (2.2) directly, there is a relatively easy
way of constructing certain smooth wavelet tight frames in FL2(S). Examples are
provided in Sections 3 and 4.
The particular function space of interest to us is W , L2 defined by
W : {c ˆ L2 : \r\d1cO (r) ˆ L` and cO ˆ L20d2 for some d1  0, d2  0}. (2.19)
For example, if for some positive constants C and e,
cO (j) £ C(1 / \j\)0n/20e a.e. j ˆ Rn,
where \r\ denotes the Euclidean norm in Rn, then cˆW. However, there are examples,
such as Haar wavelets in several dimensions, that satisfy (2.19) while violating the
simpler yet stronger decay assumption.
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The decay condition in (2.19) will be used in the following technical Lemma 2.3.
We do not know whether the following lemma is still true without requiring CH , W.
LEMMA 2.3. Let C : {c1, . . . , cd} and CH : {cH 1, . . . , cH d} be two families of
functions in FL2(S) such that CH , W. Suppose that each function in both C and CH
is admissible and [cO i, cO i] ˆ L` for 1 £ i £ d. If (2.1) and (2.2) hold, then
B» f, g…  ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…»cH i ; j,g, g…, f, g ˆ L200(S), (2.20)
where L200(S) : { f:fO ˆ L` and supp fO ⊆ {j ˆ S:C01 £ \j\ £ C} for some C  1}
as defined before.
Proof. To see that (2.20) is true for any f, g ˆ L200(S), by (2.4), we can rewrite
the right side of (2.20) as
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…»cH i ; j,g, g…
 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
mjT *
T
[ fO (M*jr), cO i](j)[cH i
s
, gP (M*jr)](j)dj
 T *
R
n
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
cH i
s(M*jj)cO i(M*jj / 2pg)gU P (j)fO (j / 2pM*0jg)dj,
where T : [0, 2p)n as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let
h(j) : ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
cH i
s(M*jj)cO i(M*jj / 2pg)gU P (j)fO (j / 2pM*0jg).
Suppose h ˆ L1. Then we can rearrange the order of terms in the above sum to get
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…»cH i ; j,g, g… (2p)n *
R
n
fO (j)gU P (j) ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
cH i
s(M*jj)cO i(M*jj)dj
/ (2p)n *
R
n
gU P (j) ∑
j0ˆZ
∑
g0ˆZn"M*Zn
fO (j/M*j0g*0 )
1 ∑
`
j0
∑
d
i1
cO i(M*j(M*j0j))cHO i(M*j(M*j0j/ g*0 ))dj.
Thus by (2.1) and (2.2), it is easy to see that (2.20) holds. Hence, to complete the
proof, it suffices to prove h ˆ L1.
Since f, g ˆ L200(S), then there exists j0 ˆ Z such that
gP (j)fO (j / 2pM*0jg)  0 a.e. ∀g ˆ Zn"{0}, j £ j0.
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Hence we can write *
R
n h(j)dj  I1 / I2 where
I1 : *
R
n
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
cH i
s(M*jj)cO i(M*jj)\ fO (j)gP (j)dj,
and
I2 : *
R
n
∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
∑
gˆZn"{0}
cHO i(M*jj)cO i(M*jj / 2pg)gP (j)fO (j / 2pM*0jg)dj.
By the assumption, setting E : supp gˆ, we have
I1 £ \ fO \L`\gP \L` ∑
d
i1
*
E
∑
jˆZ
cH i
s(M*jj)ci
s(M*jj)dj
£ \ fO \L`\gP \L` ∑
d
i1
S*
E
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jj)2djD1/2S*
E
∑
jˆZ
cHO i(M*jj)2djD1/2
 `.
On the other hand, the estimation of I2 is much more complicated. By g ˆ
L200(S), we have
I2 £ ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
\gP \L` ∑
gˆZn
*
E
cHO i(M*jj)cO i(M*jj / 2pg)fO (j / 2pM*0jg)dj
£ ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
\gP \L`m0j ∑
gˆZn
*
M*jE
cHO i(j)cO i(j / 2pg)fO (M*0j(j / 2pg))dj
 ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
\gP \L`m0j *
M*jE
cH i
s(j)[cO i, fO (M*0jr)](j)dj.
Note that
[cO i,  fO (M*0jr)](j) £ [ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)1/2[cO i, cO i](j)1/2.
From the above inequalities, we have
I2 £ ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
\gP \L`m0j *
m*
jE
cH i
s(j)[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)]1/2(j)[cO i, cO i]1/2(j)dj
£ C1 ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
m0j *
M*jE
cH i
s(j)10d2/2/d2/2[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)]1/2(j)dj
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£ C1 ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
m0jS*
M*jE
cHO i(j)20d2djD1/2
1 S*
M*jE
cH i
s(j)d2[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)djD1/2
£ C2 ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
m0jS*
M*jE
cH i
s(j)d2[fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)djD1/2,
where C1  \gP \L` sup
1£i£d
\[cO i, cO i]\1/2L` and C2  C1 sup
1£i£d
(*
R
n cH i
s(j)20d2dj)1/2.
Note that g ˆ L200(S). Thus E  supp gˆ , {j:C01 £ \j\ £ C} for some constant
C  1. Hence \M*jj\01 £ C\M*0j\ ∀j ˆ E and
∑
gˆZn
xM*jE(j / 2pg) £ C3mj ∀j ˆ Rn, j  j0,
where C3 is a positive constant depending only on E and j0. Hence
*
M*jE
cH i
s(j)d2[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)dj
 *
M*jE
(\j\d1cH i
s(j))d2\j\0d1d2[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)dj
£ ZZ\r\d1cH is(r)ZZd2
L`
Rd1d2\M*0j\d1d2 *
M*jE
[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)dj
£ C4\M*0j\d1d2 *
T
[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j) ∑
gˆZn
xM*jE(j / 2pg)dj
£ C3C4mj\M*0j\d1d2 *
T
[ fO (M*0jr), fO (M*0jr)](j)dj
 C3C4mj\M*0j\d1d2 *
R
n
 fO (M*jj)2dj
 C3C4\ fO \2m2j\M*0j\d1d2
with
C4  Cd1d2 max
1£i£d
ZZ\r\d1cH is(r)ZZd2
L`
.
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Let C5  C3C4\ fO \2. We have
I2 £ C2 ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
m0jC1/25 mj\M*0j\d1d2/2 £ C2C1/25 ∑
d
i1
∑
jj0
\M*0j\d1d2/2  `,
by the spectral radius r(M*01)  1. Hence h ˆ L1 which completes the proof. j
The above Lemma 2.3 states a weak version of the converse theorem of Theorem
2.2. To achieve our main result, we have to prove that (2.20) holds for any f and g
in FL2(S). To do this, the following lemma related to Bessel sequences is needed:
LEMMA 2.4. If c ˆ L2(Rn) forms a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound B, then
[cO , cO ] £ B/(2p)n.
Proof. For any finitely supported sequence {ag}gˆZn ˆ l2(Zn), we have
\ ∑
gˆZn
agc0,g\  sup
\g\£1
 ∑
gˆZn
ag»c0,g, g… £ sup
\g\£1
\{ag}\l2\{»c0,g, g…}\l2 £ B\{ag}\l2.
Let a˜(z) : (
gˆZn
agz
g
, z ˆ {(z1, . . . , zn):z1  z2  rrr  zn  1}. We have
*
[0,2p)n
aI (e0ij)2[cO , cO ](j)dj  \ ∑
gˆZn
agc0,g\ £ B *
[0,2p)n
aI (e0ij)2dj,
from which it follows that [cO , cO ] £ B/(2p)n. j
Now we are ready to state and prove our main result in this section. The following
theorem gives a characterization of DWTFs by using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
THEOREM 2.5. Let C : {c1, . . . , cd} and CH : {cH 1, . . . , cH d} be two families
in FL2(S). Suppose that CH , W where W is defined in (2.19). Then C with CH generates
a DWTF in FL2(S) with frame bound B x 0 if and only if each function in both C
and CH forms a Bessel sequence and Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) hold.
Proof. To see the necessity, by the definition of a DWTF we have that each
function in both C and CH forms a Bessel sequence. From Theorem 2.2, we see that
(2.1) and (2.2) hold.
To see the sufficiency, since each function in both C and CH forms a Bessel sequence,
from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 each function in both C and CH is admissible
and [cO i, cO i] ˆ L` for 1 £ i £ d. Hence by Lemma 2.3, (2.20) holds. Note that
L200(S) is dense in FL2(S). For any f, g ˆ FL2(S), there exist sequences ( fl) and (gl)
in L200(S) such that lim
lr`
\ fl 0 f \  lim
lr`
\gl 0 g\  0. Thus
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B»f, g… 0 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, g…
£ B»f, g… 0 B»fl, gl… / B»fl, gl… 0 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» fl, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, gl…
/ ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» fl 0 f, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, gl… / ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, gl 0 g….
Note that the second term in the right side of the above inequality is 0 by fl, gl ˆ
L200(S) and (2.20). Since each function in both C and CH forms a Bessel sequence with
the common Bessel bound being C, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we get
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» fl 0 f, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, gl… £ S∑d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» fl 0 f, ci;j,g…2D1/2
1 S∑d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
»cH i;j,g, gl…2D1/2 £ C\ fl 0 f \r\gl\,
and similarly
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, gl 0 g… £ C\ f \r\gl 0 g\.
Since lim
lr`
\ fl 0 f \  lim
lr`
\gl 0 g\  0, we have
B» f, g… 0 ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci;j,g…»cH i;j,g, g… £ lim
lr`
B» f, g… 0 B»fl, gl…
/ lim
lr`
C(\ fl 0 f \r\gl\ / \ f \r\gl 0 g\)  0.
Hence, (1.4) holds. So C with CH generates a DWTF in FL2(S). j
To use the above theorem to check whether a family C with CH generates a DWTF,
we still have to check whether each function in both C and CH forms a Bessel sequence.
Several sufficient conditions to guarantee that a function c forms a Bessel sequence
can be found in the current literature. For example, Theorem 1 in [5] states that if c
satisfies c(x) £ C(1 / x)010e ∀x ˆ R for some positive numbers e and C, and
c is piecewise Lipa for some 0  a £ 1, then c forms a Bessel sequence provided
that *
R
c(x)dx  0. We cite another result here (cf. [6]) which is close to our decay
conditions stated in the definition of W in (2.19).
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose c ˆ L2(Rn) satisfies (
jˆZ
cO (M*jr)d ˆ L`(Rn) and
(
gˆZn
cO (r / 2pg)20d ˆ L`(Rn) for some positive constant d. Then c forms a Bessel
sequence.
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Proof. Let T : [0, 2p)n. By (2.4) and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have
that for any f ˆ L2(Rn),
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, cj,g…2
 ∑
jˆZ
mjT *
T
 ∑
gˆZn
fO (M*j(j / 2pg))cOU (j / 2pg)2dj
£ ∑
jˆZ
mjT *
T
∑
gˆZn
cO (j / 2pg)20d ∑
gˆZn
fO (M*j(j / 2pg))2cO (j / 2pg)ddj
£ \ ∑
gˆZn
cO (r / 2pg)20d\L`T ∑
jˆZ
mj *
Rn
fO (M*jj)2cO (j)ddj
 \ ∑
gˆZn
cO (r / 2pg)20d\L`T ∑
jˆZ
*
R
n
fO (j)2cO (M*jj)ddj
£ T \ ∑
gˆZn
cO (r / 2pg)20d\L`\ ∑
jˆZ
cO (M*jr)d\L`\ f \2,
which completes the proof. j
For example, if there exist some positive constants C, d, e such that
cO (j) £ C\j\d and cO (j) £ C(1 / \j\)0n/20e a.e., (2.21)
then it is easy to check that c satisfies the assumption in Proposition 2.6. Hence c
forms a Bessel sequence and obviously c is also in W. In passing we mention that
the sufficient conditions of (2.21) are given by Weiss in [21].
The result for wavelet tight frames corresponding to Theorem 2.5 is the following:
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose C : {c1, . . . , cd} ˆ FL2(S) > W. Then C generates a
wavelet tight frame in FL2(S) with frame bound B  0 if and only if [cO i, cO i] ˆ L`
for 1 £ i £ d, and the equations
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jj)2  B(2p)n xS(j) a.e., (2.22)
and
∑
d
i1
∑
`
j0
cO i(M*jj)ci
s(M*j(j / 2pg0))  0 ∀g0 ˆ Zn"M*Zn (2.23)
hold with the series converging absolutely.
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, it suffices to show that if [cO i, cO i] ˆ L` for 1 £ i £ d
and (2.22), (2.23) hold, then each ci forms a Bessel sequence. Since L200(S) is dense
in FL2(S), for any fixed f ˆ FL2(S), there exists a sequence ( fl) in L200(S) such that
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lim
lr`
\ fl 0 f \  0. Note that Eq. (2.22) also says that each ci is admissible. Thus by
(2.20) in Lemma 2.3, we have that for any N ˆ N,
∑
d
i1
∑
jN
∑
\g\N
» f, ci;j,g…2 £ lim
lr`
∑
d
i1
∑
jN
∑
\g\N
» fl, ci;j,g…2 £ lim
lr`
B\ fl \  B\ f \2.
So
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci;j,g…2 £ B\ f \2, f ˆ FL2(S). (2.24)
Note that ci ; j,g ˆ FL2(S). Thus » f, ci ; j,g…  »fOxS, cO i ; j,g… for any f ˆ L2(Rn). Hence,
(2.24) yields
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» f, ci ; j,g…2  ∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
» fOx S, cO i ; j,g…2 £ B\ fO xS\2 £ B\ f \2
which means that each ci forms a Bessel sequence. So we are done. j
From the results we obtained for a DWTF, it is now very easy to characterize a
biorthogonal wavelet basis. In fact, there is a very close relation between them.
COROLLARY 2.8. Let C : {c1, . . . , cd} and CH : {cH 1, . . . , cH d} be two families
in FL2(S). Then C with CH generates a biorthogonal wavelet basis in FL2(S) if and
only if
[ci
s
, cH j
s(M*kr)](j)  [cH i
s
, cj
s(M*kr)](j)  1(2p)n di,jd0,k
∀k ˆ N < {0}, 1 £ i, j £ d, (2.25)
and C with CH generates a DWTF in FL2(S) with frame bound B  1.
Proof. By the definition of a biorthogonal wavelet basis in FL2(S), it is straightfor-
ward to see that the claim is true since (1.5) is equivalent to (2.25). j
Corresponding to Corollary 2.8, the characterization of a wavelet basis is as follows:
COROLLARY 2.9. Let C : {c1, . . . , cd} be a family in FL2(S). Then C generates
a wavelet basis in FL2(S) if and only if C generates a wavelet tight frame in FL2(S)
with tight frame bound B  1, and \ci\  1 for 1 £ i £ d.
In Section 4, we will give an example (see Example 1 in Section 4) to show that
if C generates a wavelet tight frame in FL2(S) with tight frame bound B  1, it does
not necessarily follow that C generates a wavelet basis in FL2(S).
It is not difficult to see that (2.25) in Corollary 2.8 can be replaced by the following
condition:
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(*) For any {ai,j,g}1£i£d,jˆZ,gˆZn satisfying (
d
i1
(
jˆZ
(
gˆZn
ai,j,g2  `, if
∑
d
i1
∑
jˆZ
∑
gˆZn
ai,j,gci;j,g  0 in L2,
then ai,j,g  0 ∀1 £ i £ d, j ˆ Z, g ˆ Zn.
By Corollary 2.8, (*) reveals that the main difference between a DWTF and a
biorthogonal wavelet basis is the possibility of redundancy. As we shall see, this
freedom of redundancy will make it much easier to construct some DWTFs in FL2(S).
Examples will be given in Sections 3 and 4 to illustrate this fact.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF DUAL WAVELET TIGHT FRAMES IN FL2(S)
In this section, we shall generalize Lawton’s result (see [14]) on wavelet tight
frames in L2(R) to the n-dimensional case. Two ways of constructing DWTFs in
FL2(S) are suggested. Before proceeding further, we state the following interesting
lemma which was pointed out to us by Weiss and Wang (cf. [20, 21]) while the author
was visiting Washington University. Its proof presented in this paper is given by the
author himself.
LEMMA 3.1. If f ˆ L1(Rn), then lim
jr/`
f(M*jj)  0 a.e.
Proof. We shall prove this lemma for the special case M  2In1n. For any general
dilation matrix M, the proof is similar. Let E : {j ˆ Rn:1  \j\ £ 2} and define
g(j) : lim sup
jr/`
f (2jj), j ˆ Rn. It suffices to prove that g(j)  0 a.e. Suppose not,
by g(j)  g(2j), there exist a constant e  0 and a measurable set E0 , E such that
E0  0 and g(j)  e ∀j ˆ E0. For any N ˆ N and j ˆ E0, the definition of g
guarantees the existence of jj ˆ N such that jj ⁄ N and  f (2jjj)  e. That is, j ˆ
Ejj , <
`
jN Ej where Ej : {j ˆ E0: f (2jj)  e}. Hence E0 , <`jN Ej which gives
us that
∑
`
jN
Ej ⁄ E0  0 ∀N ˆ N.
Therefore (
`
j1
Ej  /`. On the other hand, from the fact that 2iE > 2jE  0/ ∀i x
j, i, j ˆ N, and Ej , E0 , E ∀j ˆ N, we have 2iEi > 2jEj  0/ ∀i x j, i, j ˆ N.
Hence
*
R
n
 f (j)dj ⁄ ∑
`
j1
*
2jEj
 f (j)dj ⁄ ∑
`
j1
e2jEj ⁄ e ∑
`
j1
Ej  /`
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which is a contradiction to the fact that f ˆ L1. So g(j)  0 a.e. which implies that
lim
jr/`
f (2jj)  0. j
Throughout this section, {gi}m01i0 denotes a full collection of representatives of
distinct cosets of Zn/M*Zn with g0  0. For any given collection of 2pZn-periodic
functions pi, 0 £ i £ d, here and subsequently we shall use P(p0,. . . ,pd) to denote the
matrix
p0(j / 2pM*01g0), p0(j / 2pM*01g1), ???, p0(j / 2pM*01gm01)
p1(j / 2pM*01g0), p1(j / 2pM*01g1), ???, p1(j / 2pM*01gm01)
: : ??? :
pd(j / 2pM*01g0), pd(j / 2pM*01g1), ???, pd(j / 2pM*01gm01)
, (3.1)
and P(p0, . . ,pd)(j)* to denote the complex conjugate transpose of the matrix P(p0,. . . ,pd);
that is to say, P(p0,. . . ,pd)(j)* : P(p0,. . . ,pd)(j)T.
We generalize Lawton’s result on wavelet tight frames in L2(R) to the n-dimensional
case as follows:
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose f ˆ FL2(S) and fH ˆ FL2(S) > W satisfy
lim
jr0`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*jj)  BxS(j) a.e.
for some nonzero constant B, and
fO (M*j)  p0(j)fO (j) and fHO (M*j)  pI 0(j)fHO (j)
where p0, p˜0 are 2pZn-periodic measurable functions satisfying
∑
m01
i0
p0(j / 2pM*01gi)pI 0(j / 2pM*01gi)  1. (3.2)
Also suppose that there exists a collection of 2pZn-periodic measurable functions pi,
p˜i ˆ L`(Rn), 1 £ i £ m 0 1, such that
P(pI 0,pI 1,. . . ,pI m01)(j)*P(p0,p1,. . . ,pm01)(j)  Im1m a.e.
where P(pI 0,pI 1,. . . ,pI m01)(j) and P(p0,p1,. . . ,pm01)(j) are defined by (3.1). Let
ci
s(j) : pi(M*01j)fO (M*01j) and cH i
s(j) : pI i(M*01j)fHO (M*01j).
Then {c1, . . . , cm01} with {cH 1, . . . , cH m01} generates a DWTF in FL2(S) with frame
bound (2p)nB provided that each function in {c1, . . . , cm01, cH 1, . . . , cH m01} forms a
Bessel sequence.
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Proof. First of all, it is easy to see that ci, cH i ˆ FL2(S). To verify the claim, by
Theorem 2.5 it suffices to check Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
Note that by Proposition 2.1, each function in {c1, . . . , cm01, cH 1, . . . , cH m01} is
admissible, which implies that the left side of (2.1) converges absolutely. Thus by the
definition of ci and cH i,
∑
m01
i1
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*jj)  ∑
jˆZ
∑
m01
i1
pi(M*j01j)pI i(M*j01j)fOU (M*j01j)fHO (M*j01j).
Since P(pI 0,pI 1,. . . ,pI m01)(j)*P(p0,p1,. . . ,pm01)(j)  Im1m implies
∑
m01
i0
pI i(j / 2pM*01gj)pi(j / 2pM*01gk)  dj,k, 0 £ j, k £ m 0 1, (3.3)
we obtain
∑
m01
i1
∑
jˆZ
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*jj)  ∑
jˆZ
(1 0 p0(M*j01j)pI 0(M*j01j))fOU (M*j01j)fHO (M*j01j)
 ∑
jˆZ
(fOU (M*j01j)fHO (M*j01j) 0 fOU (M*j02j)fHO (M*j02j))
 lim
jr0`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*jj) 0 lim
jr/`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*jj)
 BxS(j)
where we used lim
jr0`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*jj)  BxS(j) and the fact that lim
jr/`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*jj)  0 by Lemma 3.1. Hence Eq. (2.1) is verified.
To verify Eq. (2.2), an argument similar to that in the above proof shows that
∑
m01
i1
∑
`
j0
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*j(j / 2pg))
 ∑
m01
i1
∑
`
j0
pi(M*j01j)fOU (M*j01j)pI i(M*j01(j / 2pg))fHO (M*j01(j / 2pg))
 fOU (M*01j)fHO (M*01(j / 2pg)) ∑
m01
i1
pi(M*01j)pI i(M*01(j / 2pg))
/ fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*j(j / 2pg)) ∑
`
j0
∑
m01
i1
pV i(M*jj)pI i(M*jj).
Note that for any fixed g ˆ Zn"M*Zn, we have g  gk modulo M*Zn for some 1 £
k £ m 0 1. By (3.3) and p˜i(M*01(j / 2pg))  p˜i(M*01(j / 2pgk)), we have
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∑
m01
i1
pV i(M*01j)pI i(M*01(j / 2pg))  0pV 0(M*01j)pI 0(M*01(j / 2pg)),
and for any j ˆ N < {0},
∑
m01
i1
pV i(M*jj)pI i(M*jj)  1 0 pV 0(M*jj)pI 0(M*jj)
 1 0 pV 0(M*jj)pI 0(M*j(j / 2pg).
Hence
∑
m01
i1
∑
`
j0
cO i(M*jj)cH i
s(M*j(j / 2pg))
 0fOU (j)fHO (j / 2pg) / ∑
`
j0
(fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*j(j / 2pg))
0 fOU (M*j/1j)fHO (M*j/1(j / 2pg))
 lim
jr/`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*j(j / 2pg))
 0.
So Eq. (2.2) is verified, which completes the proof. j
The result for a wavelet tight frame corresponding to Theorem 3.2 is the following:
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose f ˆ FL2(S) > W satisfies [fO , fO ] ˆ L`, lim
jr0`
fO (M*jj)2
 BxS(j) for some positive constant B, and fO (M*j)  p0(j)fO (j) for some 2pZn-
periodic measurable function p0 such that
∑
m01
i0
p0(j / 2pM*01gi)2  1. (3.4)
Also suppose that there exists a collection of 2pZn-periodic measurable functions pi,
1 £ i £ m 0 1, such that P(p0,. . . ,pm01)(j) is a unitary matrix. Let cO i(j) :
pi(M*01j)fO (M*01j). Then {c1, . . . , cm01} generates a wavelet tight frame in FL2(S)
with frame bound (2p)nB.
We make some remarks here. The method described in the above Theorem 3.2 of
constructing a DWTF is the same method used to obtain a biorthogonal wavelet basis
from an MRA (cf. [8, 12, 13]). Hence all the conditions in Theorem 3.2 are natural
except for the requirement that fH ˆ W. When m  2, there exists a vector £ ˆ Rn
such that »g1, £…  12. If we choose p1(j) : ei»j,£…pI 0(j / 2pM*01g1) and p˜1(j) :
ei»j,£…p0(j / 2pM*01g1), then it is easy to check that P(pI 0,pI 1)(j)*P(p0,p1)(j)  I212. When
m  2, it is more difficult to find a collection of 2pZn-periodic functions p1, . . . ,
pm01, p˜1, . . . , p˜m01 such that P(pI 0,. . . ,pI m01)(j)*P(p0,. . . ,pm01)(j)  Im1m (cf. [12, 13]). In a
recent paper [19], Ron and Shen made an interesting observation concerning the
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construction of compactly supported wavelet tight frames. They pointed out that in
Theorem 3.3, we in fact do not have to demand that P(p0,. . . ,pm01)(j) be a square matrix.
Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we never use the identity (3.2). Hence the
conditions in Theorem 3.2 can be relaxed. In fact, without any change of the proof
of Theorem 3.2, we have the following more general result:
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose f ˆ FL2(S) and fH ˆ FL2(S) > W satisfy
lim
jr0`
fOU (M*jj)fHO (M*jj)  BxS(j) a.e.
for some nonzero constant B, and
fO (M*j)  p0(j)fO (j), fHO (M*j)  pI 0(j)fHO (j)
where p0, p˜0 are 2pZn-periodic measurable functions. Also suppose that there exists
a collection of 2pZn-periodic measurable functions pi, p˜i ˆ L`, 1 £ i £ d, such that
P(pI 0,pI 1,. . . ,pI d)(j)*P(p0,p1,. . . ,pd)(j)  Id1d.
Let ci
s(j) : pi(M*01j)fO (M*01j) and cH i
s(j) : pI i(M*01j)fHO (M*01j). Then {c1, . . . ,
cd} with {cH 1, . . . , cH d} generates a DWTF in FL2(S) with frame bound (2p)nB provided
that each function in {c1, . . . , cd, cH 1, . . . , cH d} forms a Bessel sequence.
Note that Theorem 3.2 corresponds to the special case of d  m 0 1 in Theorem
3.4 which can be used to construct DWTFs with compact support. Similarly, a
more general version of Theorem 3.3 holds. The following interesting example is
given in [19].
EXAMPLE. Let n  1 and M  2. Let f be the centered B-spline of order 2d.
Then we have
fO (j)  sin
2d(j/2)√
2p(j/2)2d
and
fO (2j)  p0(j)fO (j) with p0(j)  cos2d(j/2).
For any 1 £ i £ 2d, define
pi(j) :
√
S2di Dsini(j/2)cos2d0i(j/2).
Then {c1, . . . , c2d}, which is defined by ci
s(j)  pi(j/2)fO (j/2), 1 £ i £ 2d, generates
a wavelet tight frame with frame bound 1 in L2(R) and each ci, 1 £ i £ 2d, has
compact support.
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To apply Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, we have to check whether each ci defined
in these theorems forms a Bessel sequence or not. The following provides us a
convenient sufficient condition to do this.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose fO (j) £ C(1 / \j\)0n/20e for some positive constants
C and e. Also suppose that a 2pZn-periodic function p(j) satisfies p(j) £ C1\j\d,
j ˆ [0p, p]n, for some positive constants C and d. Let cO (j) : p(M*01j)fO (M*01j).
Then c forms a Bessel sequence.
Proof. It is easy to check that c satisfies (2.21). Hence by Proposition 2.6, c
forms a Bessel sequence. j
On the one hand, without requiring d  m 0 1 in Theorem 3.4, it is simpler to
construct DWTFs by Theorem 3.4 than by Theorem 3.2. On the other hand, it is of
interest to consider Theorem 3.2 which is a special case of d  m 0 1 in Theorem
3.4 since the resulting DWTF in Theorem 3.2 may actually be a biorthogonal wavelet
basis. Without a proof, we mention that if, in addition, [fO , fO ] ˆ L`, [fHO , fHO ] ˆ L`,
and [fO , fHO ]  1/(2p)n a.e., then the resulting DWTF in Theorem 3.2 is actually a
biorthogonal wavelet basis.
Observe that if fO is continuous at 0, then fO (j)  fO (0) ∏
`
j1
p0(M*0jj) by fO (M*j) 
p0(j)fO (j). Hence, to use Theorem 3.2, we have to find a pair of 2pZn-periodic functions
p0 and p˜0 satisfying (3.2). The following result given by Wellend and Lundberg in
[22] leads to a way of constructing a new pair of such functions from any known pair
p0 and p˜0 satisfying (3.2).
Before proceeding further, we introduce some notations. Let e0 : (1, 1, . . . , 1) ˆ
Zm01. For any a, b ˆ Zm01, we say that a £ b if for any 1 £ k £ m 0 1, ak £ bk,
where ak is the kth component of a. For any h  (h1, . . . , hm01) ˆ Zm01, we define
h : (
m01
k1
hk, and for any N ˆ N, we define the multinomial coefficient as follows:
SN 0 1 / h
h
D : (N 0 1 / h)!(N 0 1)!h1!h2!rrrhm01! .
LEMMA 3.6. Let X : (X1, X2, . . . , Xm01) and, for any 0  h  (h1, . . . , hm01)
ˆ Zm01, denote Xh : Xh11 Xh22 rrrXhm01m01 . Define
qN(X)  qN(X1, X2, . . . , Xm01) : ∑
0£h£(N01)e0
SN 0 1 / h
h
DXh.
If (
m01
i0
Xi  1, then (
m01
i0
XNi qN(XO i)  1 where Xˆ i  (X0, . . . , Xi01, Xi/1, . . . , Xm01).
By the above lemma, the following proposition shows how to obtain a new pair of
2pZn-periodic functions satisfying (3.2).
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose two 2pZn-periodic measurable functions p0 and p˜0 sat-
isfy (3.2). For any N ˆ N, let
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hN(j) : qN(p0(j / 2pM*01g1)pI 0(j / 2pM*01g1), . . . ,
p0(j / 2pM*01gm01)pI 0(j / 2pM*01gm01)).
Then we have
∑
m01
i0
pV N0 (j / 2pM*01gi)pI N0 (j / 2pM*01gi)hN(j / 2pM*01gi)  1.
Proof. Take Xi  p0(j / 2pM*01gi)p˜0(j / 2pM*01gi), then (
m01
i0
Xi  1 by (3.2).
By Lemma 3.6, it suffices to prove that qN(X˜ i)  hN(j / 2pM*01gi). Note that qN
is symmetric about its arguments and g1 / gi, g2 / gi, . . . , gm01 / gi are congruent
to g0, . . . , gi01, gi/1, . . . , gm01 modulo M*Zn. By the fact that p0, p˜0 are 2pZn-
periodic, we have
hN(j / 2pM*01gi)  qN(pV 0(j / 2pM*01(g1 / gi))pI 0(j / 2pM*01(g1 / gi)), . . . ,
p0(j / 2pM*01(gm01 / gi))pI 0(j / 2pM*01(gm01 / gi)))
 qN(pV 0(j / 2pM*01g0)pI 0(j / 2pM*01g0), . . . ,
pV 0(j / 2pM*01gi01)pI 0(j / 2pM*01gi01),
pV 0(j / 2pM*01gi/1)pI 0(j / 2pM*01gi/1), . . . ,
p0(j / 2pM*01gm01)pI 0(j / 2pM*01gm01))
 qN(X0, . . . , Xi01, Xi/1, . . . , Xm01)  qN(XO i),
which completes the proof. j
Now we give a simple example to illustrate the above general theory.
EXAMPLE. Let n  1 and M  2. Let S(R) denote the Schwarz class of functions.
Suppose w ˆ S(R) is a Lemarie´–Meyer scaling function (cf. [15, 18]) such that
wP (2j)  m0(j)wP (j) where m0 ˆ C` is a 2p-periodic function and m0(j)2 / m0(j
/ p)2  1. To find an example of such a w, please see [18]. Taking N  2, by
Proposition 3.7, we have
m0(j)4h2(j) / m0(j / p)4h2(j / p)  1 (3.5)
where h2(j) : 1 / 2m0(j / p)2. Since m0(0)  1 and m0 ˆ C` imply h2(0)  1
and h2 ˆ C`, ∏
`
j1
h2(j/2j) converges uniformly in any bounded closed interval. Thus
fHO (j) :
√
2pwP (j/2)2 ∏
`
j1
h2(j/2j) is well-defined and fH is band-limited. Let p0(j) :
m0(j)2, p˜0(j) : m0(j)2h2(j), and fO (j) :
√
2pwO (j)2. It is easy to see that
fO (2j)  p0(j)fO (j) and fHO (2j)  pI 0(j)fHO (j). Let p1(j) : eij/2p˜0(j / p) and p˜1(j) :
eij/2p0(j / p). It is easily seen that P(pI 0,pI 1)(j)*P(p0,p1)(j)  I212. Set cO (j)  p1(j/2)fO (j/2)
and cHO (j)  pI i(j/2)fHO (j/2). By Proposition 3.5, we have that each of c and cH forms a
Bessel sequence. Hence by Theorem 3.2 and lim
jr0`
fOU (2jj)fHO (2jj)  1/2p, c with cH
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generates a DWTF in L2(R) with frame bound 1. In fact, c with cH generates a
biorthogonal wavelet basis in L2(R).
In the rest of this section, we give another way of constructing certain wavelet tight
frames in FL2(S). It is well-known (cf. [1, 3, 10, 16, 17]) that if {c1, . . . , cd} generates
a wavelet basis in L2(Rn) for a dilation matrix M  2In1n, and ci, 1 £ i £ d, are
smooth enough, then {c1, . . . , cd} can be derived from an MRA which implies d ⁄
2n 0 1. The following result shows that this is not the case for wavelet tight frames.
For simplicity, in the rest of this section, we assume M  2In1n.
THEOREM 3.8. Let f ˆ L2(Rn) be a band-limited function. Suppose g(j) : (
jˆZ
fO (2jj)2  `, a.e. Let S : supp g. For any integer k such that
sup
j1,j2ˆsuppfO
\j1 0 j2\  inf
gˆZn"{0}
\2p2kg\, (3.6)
define
cO (j) : H(2p)0n/2fO (2kj)/
√
g(j), when j ˆ S;
0, when j /ˆ S.
Then c generates a wavelet tight frame in FL2(S) with frame bound 1.
Proof. Since f is band-limited and c(j) £ (2p)0n/2, it is easily seen that c is
band-limited and c ˆ FL2(S). By Theorem 2.7, it suffices to verify Eqs. (2.22) and
(2.23). By the definition of c, it is obvious that (
jˆZ
cO (2jj)2  (1/(2p)n)xS(j). To
verify (2.23), it suffices to prove that
cOU (2jj)cO (2j(j / 2pg))  0 a.e. ∀g ˆ Zn"2Zn, j ˆ N < {0}. (3.7)
Note that supp cOU (2jr)  20j0ksupp fO and supp cOU (2j(r / 2pg))  20j0ksupp fO 0 2pg.
Equation (3.6) implies that for any g ˆ Zn"2Zn, j ˆ N < {0},
supp cOU (2jr) > supp cOU (2j(r/ 2pg)) 20(j/k)nsupp fO > (supp fO 0 2p2k2jg) 0.
Hence (3.7) holds. Thus the proof is completed. j
EXAMPLE. Let h ˆ S(R) with supp hP ⊆ [083p, 83p] be a Lemarie´–Meyer wavelet
in L2(R) (cf. [18]), that is, h generates a wavelet basis in L2(R). Choose fO (j) :
hP (\j\), j ˆ Rn. It is easy to see that g(j) : (
jˆZ
fO (2jj)2  1/2p and
16
3
p  sup
j1,j2ˆsuppfO
\j1 0 j2\  inf
gˆZn"{0}
\2p22g\  8p.
Define cO (j) : (2p)(10n)/2fˆ(4j)  (2p)(10n)/2hP (4\j\). Then by Theorem 3.8, c generates
a wavelet tight frame in L2(Rn) with tight frame bound 1 and clearly c ˆ S(Rn).
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4. WAVELET TIGHT FRAMES IN H2(R) AND L2(R)
WITH FRAME BOUND B  1
A function is said to be band-limited if its Fourier transform is compactly supported.
In this section, we shall use the results developed in Section 2 to construct smooth
band-limited wavelet tight frames in H2(R) and L2(R). Without further mention, in
this section n  1, M  2, and S  (0`, `) or [0, `). Our procedure to construct
smooth band-limited wavelet tight frames in H2(R) and L2(R) is described as follows:
first we construct a function cO (j)  (1/
√
2p)xK(j) where K is a union of some mutually
disjoint closed intervals in S such that c generates a wavelet tight frame in FL2(S).
Then we show that, for some special K, we can obtain a smooth wavelet tight frame
by modifying cO . Finally, the definition of a non-MRA wavelet tight frame is given
and examples are provided to illustrate the general theory. In this section, unless
specified otherwise, the tight frame bound B is assumed to be 1.
Characteristic functions can be used to construct wavelet tight frames and wavelet
bases as follows.
THEOREM 4.1. Let {Ii}li1 be a family of mutually disjoint closed intervals in S
and define cO (j) : (1/
√
2p)xK(j) where K : <li1Ii. Suppose the following two condi-
tions are satisfied:
(i) (
jˆZ
xK(2jj)  xS(j) a.e., and
(ii) (
gˆZ
xK(j / 2pg) £ 1 a.e.
Then c generates a wavelet tight frame in FL2(S). In particular, if equality holds
almost everywhere in (ii), then c generates a wavelet basis in FL2(S) and c can be
derived from an MRA with one scaling function if and only if
(<`j1 20jK) > (<gˆZ(K / 4pg))  0.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, it suffices to verify Eq. (2.23). Note that condition (ii)
implies that supp cO > (supp cO / 2pg)  0 for any g ˆ Z"{0}. Hence it is easy
to see that cOU (2j(j)cO (2j(j / 2pg))  0 for any g ˆ Z"2Z, j ˆ N < {0}, which gives
us (2.23). When equality holds in (ii), then [cO , cO ]  1/2p which implies \c\  1. By
Corollary 2.9, c generates a wavelet basis in FL2(S). For the last assertion, a general
result is presented in Han [10]. j
The following are some examples obtained from the above theorem. More examples
can be obtained easily by direct computation.
EXAMPLE 1. Let K : [a, 2a], 0  a £ 2p. Then the corresponding function c
in Theorem 4.1 generates a wavelet tight frame in H2(R).
When 0  a  2p, the above c can only generate a wavelet tight frame in H2(R)
with tight frame bound 1. It cannot generate a wavelet basis in H2(R) since \c\ x 1.
EXAMPLE 2. Let K : [2pa, 2pb] < [2p2sb, 2p2s/1a] where a  (l 0 e)/(2s/1 0
1)  0 and (l 0 1)/(2s 0 1)  b  2(l 0 e)/(2s/1 0 1) with s, l ˆ N and 0  e 
(2s/1 0 1 0 l)/(2s/1 0 2). Then c generates a wavelet tight frame in H2(R). For
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example, letting s  2, l  6, e  1/20, we have a  5160 and 53  b  11970 . Choosing
b  10160 , then K  [5130p, 10130p] < [40430p, 40830p] which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii)
in Theorem 4.1.
The following examples provide some wavelet bases in L2(R) and H2(R).
EXAMPLE 3. Let K  [a, 2a] < [2a 0 4p, a 0 2p], when 0  a  2p. Then c
generates a wavelet basis in L2(R) and c can be derived from an MRA with one
scaling function.
EXAMPLE 4. Let K  [a, b] < [2sb, 2s/1a] < [02c, 0c], where a  2pk/(2s/1 0
1), b  (4pk 0 2p)/(2s/1 0 1), c  2pk 0 2sb, with 1  k  2s, k, s ˆ N. Then c
generates a wavelet basis in L2(R). When k is odd, c can be generated by an MRA;
when k is even, c cannot be derived from an MRA with one scaling function.
EXAMPLE 5. Let K1 denote [2sp/(2s/1 0 1), p] < [2sp, 22s/1p/(2s/1 0 1)] and K
 K1 < 0K1 where s ˆ N. Then c generates a wavelet basis in L2(R). When s ⁄ 2,
c cannot be derived from an MRA with one scaling function. In the case s  2, this
is Journe´’s counterexample (cf. [9]).
EXAMPLE 6. Let K  [a, b] < [2sb, 2s/1a], where a  (2p / 2pk)/(2s/1 0 1), b
 2pk/(2s 0 1) and k  2s/1 0 2, k, s ˆ N. Then c generates a wavelet basis in
H2(R). Also, we know that when k is odd, c cannot be derived from an MRA with
one scaling function.
Now we show how to modify the wavelet tight frames constructed by Theorem 4.1
to obtain smooth wavelet tight frames. The following lemma will be needed later and
has appeared elsewhere in the literature.
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a function u ˆ C`(R) satisfying u(x)  0 when x £ 01
and u(x)  1 when x ⁄ 1 and
u(x)2 / u(0x)2  1, x ˆ R. (4.1)
Proof. Let
f(x) : H0, when x £ 0,
e01/x
2
, when x  0.
Then it is not difficult to see that f ˆ C` and f(x)  0 when x  0.
Define g(x) : *x0` f(1 / t)f(1 0 t)dt. It follows that g ˆ C`, and g(x)  0 when
x  01 and g(x)  0 when x  01. Note that g(x)  g(1) for x ⁄ 1. If we set
u(x) : g(x)√
g(0x)2 / g(x)2 ,
then u is well-defined and satisfies all the requirements in Lemma 4.2. j
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Given a closed interval I  [a, b] and two positive numbers d1, d2 such that d1 /
d2 £ b 0 a, we define
f(I;d1,d2)(x) :
uSx 0 ad1 D , when x  a / d1,
1, when a / d1 £ x £ b 0 d2,
uSb 0 xd2 D , when x  b 0 d2,
(4.2)
where u is defined in Lemma 4.2. From Lemma 4.2, it is clear that f(I;d1,d2) ˆ C`00 and
supp f(I;d1,d2) ⊆ [a 0 d1, b / d2]. Hence f(I;d1,d2) can be considered as obtained from xI
by smoothly modifying xI. To prove our main result in this section, the following
notation is also needed: Given a closed subset K , R, we define
d(K) : dist(K, <gˆZ"{0}(K / 2pg)) (4.3)
where for any subsets A and B, dist(A, B) : inf
xˆA,yˆB
\x 0 y\.
The following result states that if the mutually disjoint intervals I1, . . . , Il satisfy
the conditions in Theorem 4.1 and d(<li1Ii)  0, then we can obtain a new smooth
wavelet tight frame. For simplicity, we discuss the case S  [0, `). When S  (0`,
`), a similar result can be easily obtained.
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that a family of disjoint closed intervals Ii  [ai, bi], 1 £
i £ l, in (0, `) is arranged in a decreasing order, i.e., 0  bl  bl01  rrr  b1,
and satisfies
∑
l
i1
∑
jˆZ
xIi(2jj)  x[0,`)(j). (4.4)
If d(<li1Ii)  0, then for any 0  d  12min{d(<li1Ii), min
1£i£l
{bi 0 ai}, min
1£ij£l
dist(Ii,
Ij)}, let
cO d(j) : 1√
2p
f(I1;d/2,d)(j) /
1√
2p
∑
l
i2
f(Ii;20ki01d,20ki01d)(j), (4.5)
where ki is the unique non-negative integer such that 2kiIi ⊆ [12b1, b1]. We have that
cd ˆ S(R) and that cd generates a wavelet tight frame with frame bound 1 in H2(R).
Proof. Let f1(j) : f(I1;d/2,d)(j) and fi(j) : f(Ii;20ki01d,20ki01d)(j). Since ki ⁄ 0, by (4.2),
we have supp f1 ⊆ [a1 0 d/2, b1 / d] and, for any 2 £ i £ l, supp fi ⊆ [ai 0
20ki01d, bi / 20ki01d] ⊆ [ai 0 d, bi / d]. Hence for any 1 £ i £ l, supp fi ⊆ [ai 0 d,
bi / d]. By (4.3) and 0  d  12d({Ii}li1), it is easy to see that
d(<li1[ai 0 d, bi / d]) ⁄ d(<li1Ii) 0 2d  0, (4.6)
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from which it follows that for any g ˆ Z"{0}, K > (K / 2pg)  0/ where K :
<li1 supp fi ⊆ <li1[ai 0 d, bi / d]. Thus
fi(2jj)fk(2j(j / 2pg))  0 ∀1 £ i, k £ l, j ˆ N < {0}, g ˆ Z"{0}. (4.7)
Hence for any j ˆ N < {0} and g ˆ Z"{0},
cO d(2jj)cO d(2j(j / 2pg))  0 a.e.,
which implies that (2.23) is true.
To check (2.22), note that (4.4) is equivalent to
xI1(j) / ∑
l
i2
x2kiIi(j)  x[(1/2)b1,b1](j). (4.8)
Observe that, by (4.2), for any positive numbers d1, d2, d3 and 0  a  b  c,
f(I;d1,d2)(20kj)  f(2kI;2kd1,2kd2)(j)
and
f 2([a,b];d1,d2)(j) / f 2([b,c];d2,d3)(j)  f 2([a,c];d1,d3)(j).
Combining the above facts with (4.8), we obtain
f 21(j) / ∑
l
i2
f 2i (2kij)  f 2([(1/2)b1,b1];(1/2)d,d)(j).
Hence (
l
i1
(
jˆZ
f 2i (2jj)  x[0,`)(j) a.e. Note that 0  d  12 min1£ij£1{dist(Ii, Ij)} gives
us that cO d(j)2  (1/2p) (
l
i1
f 2i (j). Thus
∑
jˆZ
cO d(2jj)2  12p ∑
l
i1
∑
jˆZ
f 2i (2jj)  12p x[0,`)(j).
Hence (2.22) is verified. By Theorem 2.7, cd generates a wavelet tight frame with
tight frame bound 1 in H2(R) and clearly cd ˆ S(R) by fi ˆ S(R), 1 £ i £ l. j
Reviewing the examples constructed in Examples 1 and 2, by Theorem 4.3 we have
the following:
EXAMPLE 7. Let I : [a, 2a], 0  a  2p. Then d(I)  2p 0 a  0. Hence for
any 0  d  12min{2p 0 a, a}, let cO d(j) : (1/
√
2p)f(I;d/2,d)(j). Then cd generates a
wavelet tight frame in H2(R).
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EXAMPLE 8. Let I1 : [5130p, 10130p] and I2 : [40430p, 40830p]. It is not difficult to check
that d(I1 < I2)  p/10  0. Hence for any 0  d  p/20, the corresponding function
cd defined in Theorem 4.3 generates a wavelet tight frame in H2(R) and cd ˆ S(R).
Many examples of smooth wavelet tight frames in H2(R) and L2(R) can be con-
structed by using Theorem 4.3. We mention that although for any wavelet basis
constructed in Theorem 4.1, d(<li1Ii)  0, a similar method also works for some
wavelet bases in L2(R) constructed in Theorem 4.1. Due to the fact d(<li1Ii)  0, the
procedure is much more complicated. For more details on how to carry out this
modification method to wavelet bases in L2(R), please see [2, 3, 10, 20, 21].
The following interesting result on wavelet bases in H2(R) due to Auscher in [1]
says that:
THEOREM. There does not exist a function c ˆ H2(R) such that c generates a
wavelet basis in H2(R) and cO ˆ C1(R) and cO (j) / cO *(j) £ Cj0a for j ⁄ 1,
a  1/2.
From the above result, the following interesting question was asked by one of the
referees:
QUESTION. Does there exist any function c ˆ H2(R) such that cO is continuous
and c generates a non-MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R)?
The answer is Yes. We can even find a function c ˆ H2(R) such that c ˆ S(R)
and c generates a wavelet tight frame in H2(R). Here we still have to explain what
we mean by a non-MRA wavelet tight frame. In the following definition, we still
consider the case S  [0, `) or S  (0`, `). A similar definition can be given for
the general case.
Let c ˆ FL2(S) be a given function such that c generates a wavelet tight frame in
FL2(S). If there exist two 2p periodic measurable functions p0, p1 and a function f
ˆ FL2(S) such that
cO (j)  p1(j/2)fO (j/2) and fO (j)  p0(j/2)fO (j/2),
and
P(j) : Sp0(j), p0(j / p)p1(j), p1(j / p)D
is a unitary matrix, i.e., P(j)*P(j)  I212, then we say that c generates an MRA
wavelet tight frame in FL2(S). Otherwise, we say that c generates a non-MRA wavelet
tight frame in FL2(S).
Suppose c generates an MRA wavelet tight frame in FL2(S) and is derived from
some f, p0, p1 as in the above definition. Then we have
fO (2j)2 / cO (2j)2  (p0(j)2 / p1(j)2)fO (j)2  fO (j)2 a.e.
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Note that
fO (j)2  fO (2j)2 / cO (2j)2  fO (2Nj)2 / ∑
N
j1
cO (2jj)2.
By Lemma 3.1 and f ˆ FL2(S), we have fO (j)2  (
`
j1
cO (2jj)2. Hence such p0 and
f should satisfy
fO (j)2  ∑
`
j1
cO (2jj)2 and fO (2j)2  p0(j)2fO (j)2. (4.9)
Now we make the following claim:
CLAIM. For any 0  d  p/20, cd, constructed in Example 8, generates a non-
MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R).
Proof. Let c0(j) : (1/
√
2p)x[51p/30,101p/30](j) / (1/
√
2p)x[404p/30,408p/30](j). Then c0
generates a wavelet tight frame by Example 2. First we show that c0 generates a non-
MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R). Suppose not; by (4.9), we have
fO (j)2  ∑
`
j1
cO (2jj)2  1
2p
x[0,102p/60]<[202p/60,204p/60]<[404p/60,408p/60](j)
which should satisfy fO (2j)2  p0(j)2fO (j)2 for some 2p periodic measurable
function p0. Since when j ˆ [0, 102p/60], fO (j)2  1/2p, then
p0(j)2  2pfO (2j)2  x[0,51p/60]<[101p/60,102p/60](j), j ˆ [0, 102p/60]. (4.10)
But on the other hand, when j ˆ [202p/60, 204p/60], we have fO (j)2  fO (2j)2
 1/2p which implies that p0(j)2  1 for any j ˆ [202p/60, 204p/60]. Hence
p0(j)2  p0(j / 2p)2  1 for any j ˆ [82p/60, 84p/60] which is a contradiction
to (4.10). So c0 generates a non-MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R).
Now it is relatively easy to show that for any 0  d  p/20, cd, constructed in
Example 8, generates a non-MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R). Suppose not; from
(4.9) we have fO (j)2 : (
`
j1
cO d(2jj)2 such that fO (2j)2  p0(j)2fO (j)2 for some
2p periodic measurable function p0. From the construction of cd, it is not difficult to
see that for any j ˆ [0, 102p/60 0 d/8] < [202p/60 / d/8, 204p/60 0 d/4],
fO (j)2  1/2p. Hence we still have
p0(j)2  2pfO (2j)2
 x[0,51p/600d/16]<[101p/60/d/16,102p/600d/8](j), j ˆ F0, 102p60 0 d8G . (4.11)
Since 0  d  p/20, it is obvious that 202p/60 / d/8  204p/60 0 d/4. But when
j ˆ [202p/60 / d/8, 204p/60 0 d/4], we have fO (j)2  fO (2j)2  1/2p which
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implies that for any j ˆ [202p/60 / d/8, 204p/60 0 d/4], p0(j)2  1. Hence for
any j ˆ [82p/60 / d/8, 84p/60 0 d/4], p0(j)2  p0(j / 2p)2  1 which is a
contradiction to (4.11). So cd generates a non-MRA wavelet tight frame in H2(R). j
Many non-MRA smooth wavelet tight frames in H2(R) and L2(R) can be constructed
by using Theorem 4.3. In passing, we mention that each cd in Example 7 generates
an MRA wavelet tight frame.
In the first part of this section, we discussed how to construct a wavelet tight frame
which is generated by a single function. Now we discuss how to construct a wavelet
tight frame which is generated by several functions. For the case d  1, there is a
corresponding result of Theorem 4.1 and 4.3. For the sake of completeness, we state
it here without a proof.
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose for any 1 £ i £ d, each Ki is a union of some disjoint
closed intervals in S and the following conditions
(i) (
d
i1
(
jˆZ
xKi(2jj)  xS(j) a.e., and
(ii) (
gˆZ
xKi(j / 2pg) £ 1 a.e., 1 £ i £ d,
hold. Then {c1, . . . , cd}, defined by cO i(j) : (1/
√
2p)xKi(j), generates a wavelet tight
frame with frame bound 1 in FL2(S). In particular, if for any 1 £ i £ d equality holds
almost everywhere in (ii), then {c1, . . . , cd} generates a wavelet basis in FL2(S).
EXAMPLE 9. Let K1  [4p, 6p] and K2  [6p, 8p]. Let cO i  (1/
√
2p)xKi(j), i 
1, 2. Then {c1, c2} generates a wavelet basis in H2(R).
Similarly, as in Theorem 4.3, if such Ki, 1 £ i £ d, satisfy the above condition (i)
and, for any 1 £ i £ d, d(Ki)  0, then by modifying cO i defined in the above theorem,
a smooth wavelet tight frame can be obtained. Here we present a simple example to
illustrate this.
EXAMPLE 10. Let K1 : [3p, 9/2p] and K2 : [9/2p, 6p]. It is easily seen that
∑
2
i1
∑
jˆZ
xKi(2jj)  x[0,`)(j).
By direct computation, d(K1)  d(K2)  p/2. For any 0  d  p/8, choosing cO 1(j)
: (1/
√
2p)f([3p,(9/2)p];d,d)(j) and cO 2(j) : (1/
√
2p)f([(9/2)p,6p];d,2d)(j), then {c1, c2} generates
a wavelet tight frame in H2(R).
As we mentioned before, a similar modification method also works for some wavelet
bases in L2(R) constructed in Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, to our knowledge,
until now the examples provided in Example 3 are the only examples of wavelets
constructed in Theorem 4.1 which can be modified into smooth wavelet bases in L2(R)
(see [10, 20, 21]). We wonder whether there is another wavelet basis in L2(R) con-
structed in Theorem 4.1 that can be modified into a smooth wavelet basis. In fact,
the examples in Example 3 have some special properties as shown in the following
result.
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose a band-limited function c generates a wavelet basis in
L2(R). Define l : sup{b 0 a:cO (j)  0, a.e. j ˆ [a, b] and a £ 0 £ b} and h :
inf{b 0 a:supp cO ⊆ [a, b]}. Then l £ 2p and h ⁄ 4p. Moreover, l  2p or h  4p
if and only if cO (j)  (1/
√
2p)x[2c04p,c02p]<[c,2c](j), for some 0  c  2p.
Proof. By the definition of l, there exist a, b such that a £ 0 £ b, b 0 a  l,
and cO (j)  0 a.e. j ˆ [a, b]. By Corollary 2.9, Eq. (2.22) gives us that (
j0
cO (2jj)2  1/2p, j ˆ [a, b]. So *
R
(
j0
cO (2jj)2dj ⁄ (b 0 a)/2p. Since
*
R
∑
j0
cO (2jj)2dj  ∑
j0
20j\c\  1,
we obtain l  b 0 a £ 2p. If l  2p, then (
j0
cO (2jj)2  (1/2p)x[a,b](j) which gives
us that cO (j)  (1/
√
2p)x[2a,a]<[b,2b](j). By [cO , cO ]  1/2p, it is easy to see that
cO (j)  (1/
√
2p)x[2c04p,c02p]<[c,2c](j) where c  b and 0  b  2p.
Similarly, by the definition of h, there exist a, b such that b 0 a  h and supp cO
⊆ [a, b]. By Corollary 2.9, Eq. (2.22) and supp cO ⊆ [a, b] tell us that (
j0
cO (2jj)2
£ (1/2p)x[a/2,b/2](j). Thus *R (j0 cO (2
jj)2dj £ (b 0 a)/4p. Since *
R
(
j0
cO (2jj)2dj
 1, we get h  b 0 a ⁄ 4p. If h  4p, then (
j0
cO (2jj)2  (1/2p)x[a/2,b/2](j) which
gives us that cO (j)  (1/
√
2p)x[2c04p,c02p]<[c,2c](j) where c  b/2 and 0  b  4p
by [cO , cO ]  1/2p. j
In conclusion, it is our feeling that Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) provide us with a lot of
useful information. Further study in this direction is needed to deeply understand
DWTFs and wavelet bases.
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